Transmission Electron Microscopy Reveals Deposition of Metal Oxide Coatings onto Metal-Organic Frameworks.
Postsynthetic strategies for modifying metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) have proven to be an incredibly powerful approach for expanding the scope and functionality of these materials. Previously, we reported on the postsynthetic exchange (PSE) of metal ions and ligands in the University of Oslo (UiO) series of MOFs. Detailed characterization by several analytical methods, most notably inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry and transmission electron microscopy reveal that metal ion deposition on the surface of these MOFs occurs in the form of nanoscale metal oxides, rather than yielding exchanged metal sites within the MOFs, as was previously reported. By contrast, these combined analytical methods do confirm that ligand-based PSE can occur in these MOFs. These findings provide new insight into the postsynthetic manipulation of MOF materials, highlight the importance of rigorously characterizing these materials to correctly assign their composition and structure, and provide a new route to making hybrid solids with a MOF@metal oxide architecture.